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Load 28 is a Tier 1 crane provider to the
construction industry. We are well
recognised and highly respected as
specialists in limited access crane hire,
structural installations, facade elements
and commercial glazing installations;
equipped with cutting edge technologies
and equipment specifically designed for
these applications.

CRANE HIRE VERTICAL HOISTS
With our recent purchase of Vertical
Hoists, Load 28 can provide an end-to-
end vertical access solution for our
clients with our man and material hoists
for commercial scale building projects.  
streamlining the services you have on
site for better efficiency and cost-saving
measures.

LOADING DECKS
Our loading Decks provide safe,
convenient and cost-effective access
solution for loading and unloading
materials at multi-storey and high-rise
projects by crane. Designed and built in
Australia for Australian conditions, these
hydraulic decks are fast, simple and safe,
made for single person, fatigue-free
operation; transforming material
handling and internal fit-out processes
on site.

GLASS INSTALL
Load 28 are leading the industry in glass
installation. Our innovative glass-
handling product technology, partnered
with our leadership in limited crane
access, makes us experts in this field.
Our team are specialised in glass lifting
and replacement; and with over 8
vacuum lifters in our fleet ranging up to
1 ton in capacity, we have equipment for
any job.

Load 28 can provide you with an encompassing solution to building services on
site to ensure your construction project is more streamlined and efficient. 



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?

WHY WORK WITH US?

Load 28 has grown steadily in the 13
years since its establishment and
specialises in mobile crane hire and Tier
1 projects. Today, we are recognised as
Adelaide’s leading crane hire and glass
install company. 

Fostering a team-based
culture focused upon
safety and quality
customer experiences.

A vast range of
equipment that is well-
maintained, operated
by crew that are highly
trained.

An innovative mindset to
the operation of our
business and in the
development of our
products.

Our ‘plan the work…
work the plan’
philosophy, ensuring
the seamless execution
of critical parts of a
project. Our experience managing

specific project work that
sits outside the normal
scope. 

You have one service provider that is highly
skilled in providing any form of high-risk work
the project has.

You have one point-of-contact for service
engagement. We will review all your
requirements and bundle it into one package.

You have one engineering team across all
services. Our engineers who are lift planning
and designing are the same people we will use
for tower crane, vertical hoist and loading deck
design, further streamlining your project for
better efficiency. 

What are the driving forces behind our success?

You have one installation team. Our
team who install tower cranes and hoists
are the same team that facilitate
tower/hoist jumping and loading deck
movements. They know your site, are
safety inducted and are highly skilled in all
areas.

Load 28’s leading project management
skills in glass facade projects is drilled into
all areas of our business. You can be
assured that we have the ability to cater
for any ad hoc high-risk projects you may
have. 

Learn more at load28.com.au or contact Marcus Rigney on 0439 264 101


